Once again I find myself in the unenviable position of having to uphold the archaeological approach to ancient sculpture, but this time not in contrast to the art historical one.6 Rather, my comments are meant to address the current tendencies in archaeological circles-not only the strongly anthropological and sociological ones of the socalled (albeit now almost defunct) New Archaeology, which would virtually eschew ancient art from consideration, but also the more favorable, such as the theoretical ones based on structuralism and semiotics, and the more traditional, focusing on masters and masterpieces. Certainly, the study of ancient sculpture has benefited from all these approaches, and the last half century has witnessed a considerable shift and progress in our studies;7 yet much remains to be done for the field of ancient art, specifically sculpture, to be ranked by most archaeologists at the same "objective" level of, say, Greek epigraphy and architecture. 
, fig. 60). A foreword by Mario
Torelli explains the motivation for this book precisely within the context of comparable photographic corpora, but joined to a modern and critical text meant to exemplify the current state of our knowledge. Todisco himself, in his preface, pays homage to the influential views of Ranuccio Bianchi Bandinelli, here extensively quoted together with other contemporary Italian scholars who stress the unity of the archaeological inventory, whether sherd or statue; he also acknowledges the difficulty of establishing a historical profile of fourth-century sculpture in the round, given the almost total lack of freestanding Greek originals. Yet Todisco has given his book a revealing subtitle: Maestri e scuole di statuaria tra classicith ed ellenismo. He has therefore focused on the great names that have come down to us from antiquity, and on whatever sculptural schools can be gleaned from the evidence of extant monuments and statue bases. In so doing, he has produced a text both progressive and retardataire, critical yet still subjective, remarkably well informed but also somewhat deficient in acknowledging problems and controversial opinions.
To be sure, the author addresses his work not only to all students of classical culture but also to a larger public generally interested in the roots of Western art (p. 12). The format, without footnotes or specific references in the main text, is in keeping with this wider scope. Yet bibliographical guidelines are topically grouped on pages 469-72, an extensive list of abbreviations provides an impressive scholarly documentation updated to 1992 (with even the occasional 1993 item), and lengthy captions to the illustrations serve as concise catalogue entries, citing the most significant or recent publications on each piece--chosen, however, according to the author's preferences. This format eliminates the need for crediting variant theories, and occasionally allows the author to waver in his position without taking a stand. For instance, the legend to figure 4 attributes the Ares Borghese to Alkamenes with a question mark and refers to Hartswick 1990 , but the text on page 39 does not give the grounds for the hesitation; similarly, both figure 5 (the Velletri Athena) and figure 6 (the Cherchel Athena) are captioned as the Hephaistia by the same master, the apparent contradiction being tacitly resolved by a larger umbrella over both: "after Attic originals of the Pheidian school." Out of a total of 317 plates (some showing multiple views of the same piece), only 94 carry no question mark after attribution or cautionary terms such as "possible" or "probable" in their identification. This (dis)proportion becomes all the more significant when one considers the many examples of architectural and animal sculpture included, whose identification is not in question. In addition, only figures in the round are illustrated, save for the few reliefs that are connected to a master's name or are thought to reflect lost masterpieces. As a result, fourth-century originals such as gravestones and votive reliefs are omitted, as products of anonymous craftsmen.8
In its general conception, this book is admirable. An introductory chapter articulated into sections outlines the history of Greek culture (grecitit) within the fourth century: 1) historical events from 404 to ca. 300 B.C., not only on the Greek mainland and in Asia Minor, but also (extensively and commendably) in Magna Graecia; 2) political institutions, analyzed by area; 3) economic conditions; 4) intellectual history and philosophy; and 5) city planning, architecture, and the various art forms, by region, including Lycia, Karia, and Macedonia (in this order). The main discussion then follows, with chapters on "Orientation and Problems" and one on sculptural antecedents. A useful listing of fourth-century sculptors, by region, is derived from extant statue bases (often drawn with surviving imprints) together with those literary sources establishing collaboration and chronology. A stemma of members of the "School of Polykleitos" leads to a discussion of masters by generation, and moves from archaeological evidence to modern attributions. Sections on "Masters of Architectural Sculpture" cover the latest reconstructions of the Xanthian Nereid Monument and the Asklepieion at Epidauros, the latter articulated into discussions of participating artists. Here Timotheos is credited with both one set ofakroteria and the models for one pedimental composition (p. 57), which on the next page turn into models for the entire sculptural program 6 For my previous efforts, see Ridgway 1986 With the entry on Timotheos, Todisco begins his expanded coverage of fourth-century masters, relying now on stylistic attributions and ancient sources even when archaeological evidence is unavailable: Demetrios, Kephisodotos I, Praxiteles, Skopas, Bryaxis, Euphranor, Leochares, Silanion, Lysippos, Lysistratos, Praxiteles' sons and pupils, the sculptor of the Akanthos Column in Delphi,9 Chairestratos, and Lysippos's sons and pupils. It is here that Todisco, despite his admirable premises and his vast learning, reverts to antiquated models, attributing works purely on the basis of the laconic listings in Pliny or other ancient sources, and subscribing to traditional views of a sculptor's style even without ancient documentation.
Just a few examples. The discussion on Skopas uses the term pathos no fewer than 13 times, and considers a new formulation of it the distinctive component of the best Skopasian style (p. 87). Yet no single ancient source mentions pathos in connection with the Parian master, and our modern interpretation is largely based on the pedimental sculptures of the Athenaion at Tegea, of which Skopas is known to have been the architect. The current chain of stylistic attributions stems nonetheless from this very body of highly fragmentary and not particularly well carved pieces--including the famous Meleager type known only through copies, which can claim a Skopasian paternity primarily because it shares its subject matter with one Tegean pediment, although obvious local connections explain the mythological choice for the gable. Todisco stresses rather Meleager's expression of pathos, which he considers typically Skopasian as manifested in the Dresden Maenad, the Copenhagen/Dresden Herakles, and the Pothos-all attributions that have been and will continue to be questioned.
Similarly, in discussing the Hermes of Olympia (pp. 75-76), Todisco accepts it as a Neo-Attic work, but also as a "rather faithful" rendition of a Praxitelean marble original, which can then be used to corroborate other hypothetical attributions. We sense here the same romantic determination to flesh out the personality and oeuvre of one of the most famous names preserved for us by the ancient sources, on minimal objective grounds, that informs A. Corso's otherwise useful trilogy (1988, 1990, 1992) , as well as the writings of many other modern authors. How can we be sure, for instance, that the Pouring Satyr type copies the bronze original from the Athenian Street of Tripods and that therefore "its pais sweetness reflects the docility appropriate to the slaves of the class to which the wealthy sponsor of the work belonged" (pp. 67-68)? In the same vein, Lysippos is said to have known Alexander the Great since (the ruler's) childhood (p. 120), and the Macedonian is credited with carrying around with him the Herakles Epitrapezios "since the time of the campaign against Thebes" (p. 117). Yet no reliable ancient source I can find gives this specific information.10 Recreating the social and chronological context of a work of art is highly desirable, but at times the line between reconstructive history and fiction seems dangerously thin.
Perhaps my most serious objection to this book, and in general to comparable studies of Greek sculpture, is the amount of emotionalism involved in stylistic judgment. If a work can be attributed to a major master, no matter on what tenuous grounds, then even a mediocre Roman version cannot prevent a glowing description and interpretation. If, in contrast, no famous name can be connected with a statue, even if a Greek original, or no attribute is preserved to clarify its message, then judgment is suspended or adjectives like "cold" and "academic" are used." Todisco, and many others as well, tend to read into the ancient pieces what they believe should be there, ready to reconsider if a different attribution or chronology can be argued. Roman copies are given as much significance as Greek works, and nowhere is the problem addressed that renderings could be modified to suit the taste of the Roman patrons. Moreover, a Greek prototype is sought behind each sculpture, even when outright Roman creation in imitation of Greek styles can be suspected.'2 It is this persistent bias, combined with the uncertainty and complexity of the "attribution game," that has given sculptural studies a poor reputation in archaeological circles, or, at best, a skeptical reception.
I do not want to give the impression that Todisco's book has little value. To the contrary. As an in-depth study of the sculpture of a specific century (a rare feature in itself), with excellent photographs even of little-known pieces, 9 Todisco 138 "drastically" refutes attribution of the Column Karyatids to Praxiteles, but more recent discussion seems to support the epigraphical reading proposed by C. Vatin (which includes that master' s signature) on the authority of eloquent prose, and extensive, informed discussion, this volume will be consulted frequently and for some time to come. For the specialist, its bibliography alone would be essential, which commendably comprises both Italian and foreign titles, in contrast to the many publications that seem to consider only works in their own language or in the authoritative German. The introductory chapter, setting the stage for the monuments, is outstanding and comprehensive. Even the "faults," such as they are, are common to the majority of survey books on Greek sculpture, and therefore not specifically imputable to this particular author, who often tries to express original ideas and positions of his own.
SCULPTURE IN CONTEXT-THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL

APPROACH
In its focus on masters and masterpieces, Todisco's book, although much more informed and better illustrated, is not far from Furtwingler's pioneering work--indeed, the German scholar is cited in several of its photographic captions. In its comprehensive acceptance of attributions and reliance on the ancient sources, the Italian volume continues the tradition of monographs on individual sculptors, such as the already cited trilogy by Corso on Praxiteles, the numerous publications by Moreno on Lysippos,'" the books by Kreikenbom (1990) on Polykleitan types and by Palagia on Euphranor (1980). On the other hand, in his attempt to provide a sociocultural context for the works, Todisco is more in line with authors such as Stewart (1990 Stewart ( , 1993a , Pollitt (1986), and Hurwit (1985) .14 Although much is being made today of this need to illuminate the context of a work of art, the notion is not new, and can be traced back to the ancient writers, who often equated political stability or freedom with creativity in the arts, and conversely saw the arts decline or even cease in moments of civic unrest. That this picture is patently wrong can be demonstrated by the splendid Athenian sculptural production during the clark years of the Peloponnesian War and the plague, but the idea persisted in antiquity, and found its modern advocate in Johann Joachim Winckelmann, whose influence, albeit subconsciously, can still be felt in some of today's prejudices and biases about classical sculpture, for instance, that of the Hellenistic period. '15 In a restricted sense, context can be taken as the impact of specific historical or political events on contemporary art, and this concept has been explored and even exploited for a long time. I need here recall only the many studies explaining the meaning of the Parthenon sculptures in relation to the events of the Persian War, Perikles' politics, and Athenian imperialism or, conversely, democracy.16 For earlier phases, comparable debates have raged, for instance, over the message and chronology of the Athenian Treasury at Delphi, and John Boardman has spearheaded a whole movement correlating historical figures with mythological iconography of the Archaic period. That such studies are of relative value is shown by the fact that the same monument can be viewed as the embodiment of diametrically opposite ideals or the same myth as referring to different personalities. Art historians are now becoming aware of the possibility that context does not necessarily translate into content, and that art has its own validity and message independent of contemporary events. This statement is doubly true with reference to Greek art, which was always strongly anchored to religion and used mythology as its primary message, regardless of other possible layers of meaning. 17 Art historical theory on the value of context has reached a position of almost complete skepticism. Realizing that context, intended as the sum of all the circumstances that may come into play around a work of art, could be indefinitely extended, it has argued that therefore total context is impossible to establish. At the same time, it has seen the artistic creation as the product of outside forces, and has therefore tended to minimize the importance of the creator. Finally, it has warned that a reversal of the theoretical process is possible, and that "context used to determine content" may be turned into "content used to 13 It is impossible to list here all the publications by Moreno on the Sikyonian master. Todisco's abbreviations (483) list 21 entries relevant to the subject, ranging firom 1971 to 1991. 14 I have tried to limit my bibliographical mentions to works of the last two decades, and to include work in progress or of forthcoming appearance (cited only in the notes, rather than in the bibliography), in order better to highlight current trends, but this selection should not be taken to imply that earlier publications are outmoded or superfluous. I have also given preference to authors writing in this country, but comparable efforts by scholars abroad should be mentioned: e.g., If art historical context means not simply creation, setting, patronage, but also other concomitant circumstances, archaeological context-as part of a discipline that physically unearths its own inventory--can be extended even further. It includes not only excavational findspots, obviously often different from initial settings,20 but also, in the case of classical sculpture, the major issue of original versus copy, with all the nuanced intermediaries of adaptation, imitation, inspiration, and pastiche.2' Setting, in such cases, must be determined in function not only of the purpose for which the original was made, but also of that for its copy, which may be separated in time by several centuries and involve basically different cultural needs. It is then that the circularity of the process of context versus content may become apparent, especially since the available ancient sources were usually written for entirely different reasons than to provide true art history. This realization has just begun to sink in, witness the more recent commentaries on Pliny and other literary refer- customs for the identification of citizens by demotic or by patronymic (S. Brenne). The paper most relevant for sculpture (I. Trianti) concerned the redating (to ca. 500 B.C.) and reinterpretation of the so-called Akropolis scribes, completed through the joining of disiecta membra and seen now as the secretaries of three new political bodies. Yet even this exciting discovery concerned religious more than civic arrangements.25 SEMIOTICS Art historical theory on context is partly based on the theory of signs and sign-use. It can thus interpret the work of art itself as a text whose visual elements correspond to sentences or to their component parts. As the alphabetical (verbal) symbols stand for sounds and together they form words, which in turn create a discourse, so visual signs are symbolic of specific messages, which become incorporated into a work of art meant to address an audience capable of decoding them. This consideration is, of course, especially relevant for a society whose literacy was limited and thus had to rely heavily on visual icons. The difficulty for our studies lies in the fact that the keys to the ancient "codes" are largely lost to us, and that we therefore tend to interpret images in terms of our own experiences, far removed in time from those of the period when the artwork was created. As in deciphering an unknown script or language, a linguistic approach to ancient art demands that enough "texts" be available to study occurrences and correspondences; in addition, it is necessary to have a "translation" in a known language in order to validate our tentative decipherment. In the case of classical art, we possess contemporary literary sources that may throw light on thoughts and customs of antiquity, yet even this information is limited by the chance of survival and the purposes of the ancient authors. As for the artworks themselves, sculpture has not survived in sufficient examples to provide many coherent original wholes. In fact, Stewart (1990, 32) A comparable situation prompted the 1990 exhibition and symposium on "Lo stile severo in Sicilia. Dall'apogeo della tirannide alla prima democrazia," which resulted in an excellent catalogue with important introductory essays and in papers of forthcoming publication. Yet the effort to show that the change in style coincided with democracy did not succeed, in that many of the best monuments exhibited were due to tyrannical sponsorship. For the essay on stone sculpture, see De Miro 1990.
Although framed for a broader context, the comments by Whitney Davis (1990, 23-29) on "reading from style to history," and "reading from history to style" may be pertinent, including, in the second section, a discussion of semiotics.
For a more focused study primarily based on the evidence of statue bases and honorary practices, which even reserves consideration of the extant sculpture for a future work, see H6ghammar 1993, but also the reviews by M. Other serial sculpture, such as votive plaques and the so-called Record Reliefs, could also be subjected to comparable analyses. The former have been treated only in Some semiotic vocabulary has also infiltrated archaeological publications, so that, for instance, the terms "signifier" and "referent" can now be found and understood within sculptural contexts. Visual narrative (as contrasted with icons), given its more obvious relationship to verbal techniques, has also proved fruitful ground for speculation. Beside the work by Richard Brilliant ( The same approach is being applied, although more sporadically, to the study of two-dimensional sculpture, especially the so-called Neo-Attic reliefs. Long considered a purely decorative reproduction of Classical prototypes, these works are now being assessed within the same spectrum of interpretation, imitation, and emulation, as the "copies" in the round. It stands to reason that if workshops of the Roman period were capable of this creative range for statuary, they could also exploit it for reliefs, often drawing their inspiration not simply from stone models, but also from engraved bronzes and vase paintings. 35 In line with these conceptions is the understanding that "revival" styles are not limited to the well-established sets of Archaic-Archaistic and Classical-Classicizing. We now can add Severe-Severizing, and, although no new term has been coined for it, we acknowledge the existence of Roman "Hellenistic." In particular, it is now better understood that revival (i.e., Roman-period) styles, like literary genres or poetic meters, could be chosen to depict specific subjects: Archaistic to denote great antiquity, Severizing for mythological beings or events, Classicizing for divine images, Hellenistic for epic narrative." Mixtures of styles were also possible, according to current taste or intended setting.
In terms of the evolution of Greek style itself, it is now convincingly argued that the linear development traditionally advocated for Greek sculpture on theoretical grounds may not have corresponded to reality.37 More than one trend could coexist at any time even in Classical times, but this is especially true of the Hellenistic period, with its many influences. Pre-Pergamene baroque with roots in the fourth century is now an accepted fact, as is the presence in that same (still Classical) period of the Classicizing phenomenon not limited to the second-first centuries B.C.38
The traditional assumption that styles spread throughout the Greek world at a more or less even pace has also undergone revision. Beyond the recognition of a "Lingering Archaic" style not to be considered strictly Archaistic or Archaizing, there is also the awareness that the Classical style of the mid-to-late fifth century promoted by Athens did not spark similar developments elsewhere until the following century. It has been suggested that this was not so much because of preference for the Severe style, but primarily because the great building activity that quick- are still unable to distinguish with confidence the portrait of a Greek from that of a Roman is disturbing, but an emphasis on intended political messages and a more scrupulous use of numismatic evidence (entire series of coins, rather than sporadic examples singled out to prove a specific, idiosyncratic identification) promise sounder results.41 This revival of interest in Hellenistic rulers finds a-perhaps unintentional--counterpart in increased attention to Hellenistic sculpture.
Long considered a quagmire because of the relative lack of ancient literary references, its vague chronological and ideological framework, its complex historical background, and our innate prejudice inherited from the Romans, the study of Hellenistic art is receiving new impetus from several modern historical surveys and a more intelligent analysis of the visual material. Here too, stricter definition of what constitutes a Hellenistic original or a later creation in Hellenistic style is essential for our understanding and appreciation of this long and multifaceted phase.42 Important advances made in studying techniques and materials may strongly contribute to such an undertaking. This is a field where great progress has indeed been achieved. The creation of an Association for the Study of Marbles and Other Stones In Antiquity (ASMOSIA), with its Newsletter circulating since 1988, has promoted rapid diffusion of information, both on bibliography and on congresses or symposia on relevant subjects. Although analysis, by various scientific means, has not yet reached total accuracy or complete identification of quarries, because of still insufficient data on ancient stone sources, many steps forward have been made and are changing, as well as expanding, our understanding of marble trade in the Greek and Roman world. Analysis of quarrying methods and techniques has also allowed increased speculation on foreign influences on the origins of Greek sculpture: not simply those, long acknowledged, from Egypt, but also from Anatolia and the Near East, in keeping with recent trends that highlight interconnections ened the pace of sculptural development in Attica did not correspond to similar construction elsewhere. Only when new structures needed to be erected in the Peloponnesos and in Asia Minor, even in Italy, were the new stylistic forms carried there by itinerant masters or even by pattern books, so that a virtual, albeit apparent, gap may exist between Severe and fourth-century styles outside Athens.39 That styles may change largely because of increased demand and production, or other local circumstances, rather than solely on theoretical grounds or because of the impulse of genius, is a new conception that may need to be considered.
The consequences of such an approach are twofold. On the one hand, regional studies may receive greater impetus-witness the 1992 symposium on sculpture from Arkadia and Lakonia edited by Palagia and Coulson (1993) , or the forthcoming exhibition of Magna Graecian sculpture at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. On the other hand, even the contributions of the great masters should be reassessed in more realistic and critical terms. A current project distributed among several authors has the potential to provide just the type of penetrating and discriminating essays we need, based on hard evidence more than on speculation.40 The same desideratum may be formulated for the field of portraiture, which has suffered from the same attributionism prevalent in the study of masters, but which may now see progress in a different direction.
As strong as the desire to recover the opera nobilia is the urge to recognize famous Greek personages in the por- ing) clever fakes whenever private collections are displayed, these exchange exhibitions of proven archaeological finds are to be applauded.
To keep track of all that appears within the discipline, or even to read the amount of material being produced, has become increasingly difficult.
PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
These closing comments obviously represent my own wishes for the discipline, based on my personal understanding of it, but they are in part derived from the trends and practices outlined above and from the current direction of our studies.
First and foremost, it is hoped that the study of sculpture will take its legitimate place among the various fields of archaeological endeavor. This position, to my mind, is different from the aesthetic preeminence given to it at the time of Furtwingler's Meisterwerke, when archaeology was still struggling to define itself as a science rather than as a purely humanistic endeavor. Insofar as classical archaeology is both a discipline and a technique-the material recovery of the record of the past from the earth and the sea-it incorporates features of different specializations and it employs different research strategies, but they are all aimed at reconstructing classical culture, and none should be considered alien to it as long as it serves the final goal. Abandoning the romantic visions of the Golden Age that affected 18th-and 19th-century scholars,48 understanding the historical reasons for preferences and prejudices, making judicious use of the ancient sources within their limitations, the study of sculpture could contribute greatly to the archaeological purpose, or at least as greatly as the study of pottery, architectural remains, and inscriptions-all of which are based, to some extent, on stylistic judgments of development of forms. We should cease to expect scientific accuracy from material analyses, since our finds are inevitably determined by the double chances of survival and recovery. We can certainly aim for ever greater accuracy in such recovery, but we shall never be able to control the rate of survival, dependent on the vicissitudes of the past. In this light, sculpture can take its rightful place among the other archaeological fields, as an invaluable documentation of aspects of the past that would otherwise be irrevocably lost. In its official capacity engendered by its permanence and public display, as expression of the religious and political beliefs of the classical world, sculpture constitutes a text unparalleled by any of the literary sources. It is up to us to read it closely and accurately.
Among the currents analyzed above, little or no attention was paid to formal analysis in sculptural studies. Yet even this trend continues apace, as indeed it should-not, however, as the self-fulfilling task of classification and dating that in its subjectivity and inaccuracy has given the discipline its dubious reputation, but rather as the effort to place the object in its proper cultural context, so that it may serve as a true indicator of its time. Connoisseurship, not as an end in itself but as a means to a goal, will never be replaced. It must, however, be focused on the object itself, seen in its reality and not as a reflection of a presumed Greek prototype or as an illustration to a mention in an ancient source. Rhys Carpenter, one of the greatest formalists in American scholarship, used to urge his students to "let the objects speak for themselves," to look first and foremost, without being brainwashed by previous theories or scholarly pronouncements. Theoretical movements, such as structuralism, semiotics, and feminism, can all contribute to our understanding as long as we do not let the theory dominate or even replace close and direct observation. Computers and laboratories should be seen as invaluable aids, but not as total substitutes for the eye and the touch.
Once the object has been seen and appraised, as far as possible, in its actuality and function, it is imperative that we ask all the basic questions of context, message, and inspiration that give each sculpture its validity as archaeological evidence. The difficult task ahead is to strike a balance between aesthetic appreciation and factual analysis, between wishful attributionism and realistic assessment. It will be necessary to abandon previously cherished tenets in the realization that the premises on which they were based are no longer valid,4• yet we need not reach a position of total skepticism and agnosticism. But we also must distinguish between fact and theory, between confirmed knowledge and hypothetical reconstruction. In addition, we must overcome our ingrained Athenocentrism, which judges every sculptural manifestation by Attic standards and therefore finds every other regional expression not simply different but wanting and provincial. It is certainly hard to review all that we had been taught and taken for granted, but the very contradictions inherent in the "attribution game" show that not all is well with our present understanding.
After 100 years of studying classical sculpture, we may seem to have progressed very little beyond Furtwdingler's vision and approach-we certainly no longer hope individually to achieve the complete mastery of all aspects of ancient art (from statuary to painting to gems to coins) that the German scholar possessed. But many new finds have come to enrich our inventory, and many new vistas have opened up to our investigation of the past. This is an exciting time for the student willing to ask new questions; even if each generation will provide different answers, they should all bring us closer to a global understanding of the classical past. 
